KWIO
This exceptionally quiet sleek & elegant model
offers four different colored mirror-like finish
front panels to match your décor, open
electromechanically in quality built-in
features.
SELF CLEAN Button
Active/Disable Self Clean function. Under self clean
mode, the air conditioner will automatically clean and
dry the evaporator and keep it as fresh for the next
operation.
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UP Button (
)
Push this button to increase the indoor temperature
setting in 1°F increments to 86°F.
DOWN Button (
)
Push this button to decrease the indoor temperature
setting in 1°F increments to 62°F.
NOTE: Press and hold and buttons together for 3
seconds will alternate the temperature display between
the °C & °F scale.
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SHORTCUT Button
Used to restore the current settings or resume
previous settings. On the first time connecting to the
power, if push the SHORTCUT button, the unit will
operate on AUTO mode, 80°F, and fan, speed is Auto.
• Push this button when remote controller is on, the
system will automatically revert back to the previous
settings including operating mode, setting temperature,
fan speed level and sleep feature (if activated). And
transmit the signals .to the unit.
• If push this button when remote controller is off, the
system will only resume the previous settings and will
not transmit the signals to the unit. And the sleep
feature is disable.
• If pushing more than 2 seconds, the system will
automatically restore the current operation settings
including operating mode, setting temperature, fan
speed level and sleep feature(if activated ).
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TIMER ON
Button Press this button to initiate the auto-on time
sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed
setting in 30 minutes increments. When the setting
time displays 10, each press will increase the autotimed setting 60 minutes increments. To cancel the
auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time to
0.0.
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ON/OFF Button
Operation starts when this button is pressed and stops
when this button is pressed again.
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MODE Button
Each time the button is pressed, the operation mode is
selected in a sequence of following:
AUTO

COOL

DRY

HEAT
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DIRECT Button
Used to change the louver movement and set 0 the
desired up/down air flow direction. The louver changes
6° in angle for each press.
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SWING Button
Used to stop or start horizontal louver auto swing
feature.

FAN Button
Used to select the fan speed in four steps: r
AUTO

4

TIMER OFF Button
Press this button to initiate the auto-off time sequence.
Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30
minutes increments. When the setting time displays
10, each press will increase the auto-timed setting 60
minutes increments. To cancel the auto-timed program,
simply adjust the auto-off time to 0.0

FAN

NOTE: Please do not select HEAT mode if the machine you
purchased is cooling only type. Heat mode is not supported
by 0 the cooling only appliance.
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SLEEP Button
Active/Disable sleep function. It can maintain the most
comfortable temperature and save energy. This function is
available on COOL, HEAT or AUTO mode only.
NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP mode, it
would be cancelled if MODE, FAN SPEED or ON/OFF
button is pressed.
TURBO Button
Active/Disable Turbo function. Turbo function enables the
unit to reach the preset temperature at cooling or heating
operation in the shortest time(if the indoor unit does not
support this function, there is no corresponding operation
happened when pressing this button.)

FOLLOW ME Button
Push this button to initiate the Follow Me feature, the
remote display is actual temperature at its location.
The remote control will send this signal to the air
conditioner every 3 minutes interval until press the
Follow Me button again. The air conditioner will cancel
the Follow Me feature automatically if it does not
receive the signal during any 7 minutes interval.
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LED Button
Disable/Active indoor screen Display. When pushing
the button, the indoor screen display is cleared, press
it again to light the display.

